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Abstract
The term “open source software” was formally
introduced in the early 2000s to describe source code
which are available to the public to be used and
modified by anyone. Like any innovative idea attaining
a certain maturity level, open source communities
have reached a degree of formalization in their
structures and practices. This also holds for
knowledge management and its related measures in
open source communities. Therefore, we investigate
the patterns and structures in communication and
collaboration of the currently most successful open
source software projects through a case study
approach. Herewith, we reveal how the different
knowledge management aspects are practiced in these
internet communities. Due to the projects’ success, we
identify similarities as good practices and derive
practical recommendations for action for other open
source communities as well as research opportunities
regarding knowledge management in open source
software projects.

1. Introduction
Knowledge and knowledge-driven innovations
constitute one of the fundamental pillars for the
development of our society. Efficient use of
knowledge as a resource can be ensured through
targeted management [6] and lead to added value as
well as a competitive advantage. One of the areas
which is generally seen as very knowledge- and
communication-intensive is software development
[5]. Examples for knowledge-specific activities in
software projects are gathering knowledge on new
technologies and product domains, exchanging
knowledge on local guidelines and practices as well as
the identification of knowledge bearers [26]. Creating
an environment that is supportive of knowledge
exchange between project members can therefore be
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seen as an important strategic aspect for a software
project’s success. Since knowledge management is
driven by a learning culture, knowledge-sharing
intention as well as team activity [31], it is important
to regard the communication amongst project
members. Thus, openly accessible communication
serves as a rich source of data for qualitative
explorative studies regarding KM. Open source
software development is a software development
approach in which several individuals or organizations
collaborate on a project with openly accessible source
code. Research on the patterns, processes and applied
methods of these mostly virtual teams have led to
versatile results [2]. With open source software teams
all being geographically dispersed, using new
technologies and have a need for quick and efficient
decision-making [11], they are at the very core of what
drives KM and, therefore, are dependent on managing
their knowledge well.
In this study, we will explore how the different
aspects of knowledge management (KM) are practiced
in the currently most successful open source software
projects by examining their patterns and structures of
communication and collaboration. Due to the projects’
success, we see similarities as good KM practices and
derive practical recommendations for current and
future open source endeavors. We want to apply a KM
taxonomy to the projects, so that untapped potential
for the open source communities regarding KM can be
identified. Therefore, we ask the following research
question: Which good practices regarding KM can be
identified in successful open source software projects?
Furthermore, we do not only want to answer this
question,
but
also
derive
generalizable
recommendations for action for other open source
communities and virtual teams in general.
We proceed with providing theoretical foundations
of open source, the building blocks of a community,
and knowledge management before elaborating on the
applied case study method. Then, we present our
results and discuss our findings through deriving
recommendations for action as well as research gaps
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leading to further opportunities to research KM in the
context of OSS.

2. Theoretical foundations
2.1. Open source
In the early stages of information systems (IS) and
programming, sharing readable source code was
common practice in research and even commercial
organizations [12]. When proprietary software
dominated the market in the late 1990s and early
2000s, the open source movement also majorly
developed and new licenses were established to clearly
distinguish different types of open source software and
further advance its commercial use [30].
Since there is no general and conclusive definition
of open source, we adhere to the descriptions given by
Aksulu and Wade [2] as well as Levine and Prietula
[17]: Open source refers to intellectual production
relying on loosely coordinated participants which all
interact to achieve a common goal (e.g. creating a
product or service of value) which is available to
contributors and non-contributors for use, inspection
and modification.
Such products can be source codes, hardware,
documentation, or books. For our study, we focus on
open source software (OSS) platforms which focus on
the collaborative advancement of the source code in
the form of a collaborative project. In this paper, we
focus on open source software and, thus, on the
product of source code. A software is considered open
source if its license adheres to open-source-principles
such as open access to the source code [19].

2.2. Building blocks of a community
An open source community consists of all actors
involved in developing a software and represents the
origin of all contributions to advance it. A major part
of any community does not contribute source code, but
rather requirements, bug reports and documentation
[7]. It is common for communities to be spread
worldwide and, thus, work asynchronously in different
locations. The motivations why members contribute
can be extrinsic (e.g. financial), internalized extrinsic
(e.g. reputation, self-interest) or intrinsic (e.g. fun,
altruism) [15]. Key success factor for high-quality
software and a clear advantage to proprietary software
is the size of an open source software community since
the large amount of members and testers ensures fast
development and extensive quality assurance [25].
Thus, gaining and retaining community members is
key for any community’s sustainability.

An OSS community’s building blocks are a
supervisory and/or support body, its governance, its
hierarchy and roles, the culture as well as collaboration
tools. Because the supervisory body supports the OSS
community’s aims and might also offer financial
support, it can exercise influence on the products the
community develops. Thus, OSS communities
supported by foundations instead of companies are
seen as the more neutral form of supervision and
support [12]. In the context of OSS projects, the
governance constitutes the instrument to steer, control
and coordinate individuals and organizations which
collectively contribute to a project [18]. The
governance represents core principles and goals as
well as encompassing social (e.g. communication,
culture and development perspectives for members)
and organizational aspects (e.g. decision-making and
role assignment) of the entire community [12]. While
some of the supervisory bodies enjoin a standardized
governance on OSS projects, there are also OSS
projects without any explicit governance.
Instead of a regular top-down hierarchy, many
OSS
communities
have
an
onion-shaped
organizational structure [4] with the core consisting of
project leaders and core developers who contribute the
majority of code contribution. The next layer are the
co-developers who do the bug reporting and feature
request as well as occasionally contributing to the code
and fixing bugs. The active users are on the next layer.
They file bug reports and request features, but do not
contribute to the code at all. The furthest layer – the
outer layer of the onion – are the passive uses which
do not contribute at all but use the code or software.
The latter are not always welcomed in OSS
communities as these communities often embrace a
culture of meritocracy in which the individual
performance measured by contributions plays the most
important role for the reputation and position of
project members [28]. Decision-making in OSS
projects can either be very absolutist or completely
democratic. In both scenarios, consensus still plays an
important role as forks should generally be avoided.
Collectively working on software requires many
different tools to collaboratively work on the source
code as well as for discussion and general
communication. We will further elaborate on
mechanism and tools used for these purposes in our
results section.

2.3. Knowledge management
The KM domain was defined and viewed from
different perspectives in the last decades. While
Davenport and Prusak [9] focus on codification and
measures for knowledge explication, Nonaka and
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Takeuchi [21] chose an approach that sees knowledge
as experience-based and not to be simply stored in
repositories. We choose an approach incorporating
both views on knowledge as we assume that KM
cannot manage knowledge itself but rather offer
support to connect, expand and encourage use of any
existing knowledge base. This view is based on the
assumption of a differentiation between data,
information and knowledge in which data are
syntactically arranged characters that can, together
with their contextual interpretation, be information for
the recipient [24]. In order to find meaning in
information and for it to become knowledge, any
person has to understand and use their experience with
the context and environment when generating or using
knowledge [14].
KM is an organization’s systematic and conscious
effort to improve, preserve and apply knowledge in a
manner that adds value and supports task fulfillment
as well as improvement of the organization’s overall
position [13]. KM also includes the systematic use of
organizational instruments and communication
technologies in different phases or processes.
There are many different approaches to name, split
and describe KM processes. Some give a rather
general overview of KM enablers, process,
intermediate outcome and organizational performance
[16], whereas other frameworks already attribute
specific names to certain process steps in KM, such as
knowledge creation, retrieval, transfer and application
[3].
We want to use a process view that clearly
distinguishes the different processes from each other
to attain a holistic overview, thus, chose to apply the
six core and two strategic processes described by
Probst et al. [24], also called the eight building blocks
of KM (as seen in Figure 1). This framework gives us
a very distinct view that makes it possible to
investigate which specific measures occur with regard
to certain processes. This is especially important since
we want to start out with granular steps with the option
to find patterns or process groups united by certain
measures. With less distinct process frameworks,
certain measures might only be attributable to parts of
a process (group), thus leading to ambiguous results.

Figure 1. Building blocks of knowledge management
(after [24])
The process of knowledge identifications serves
the purpose of making knowledge transparent by
supporting search efforts as well as providing a neat
depiction of data, information and internally and
externally available competences. Knowledge
acquisition is useful for integrating external
knowledge into the organization by, for example,
hiring experts or acquiring innovative companies.
Knowledge development is complementary to
knowledge
acquisition.
Through
knowledge
development, competences that do not exist within the
organization are newly developed, for example, by
creatively using new ideas or creating new products.
This can happen individually or in a team. Sharing or
distribution knowledge makes individual knowledge
available to the organization. This process can only
happen effectively if sufficient infrastructure and
systems which allow to share (push) or retrieve (pull)
knowledge. Knowledge use can be seen as the
implementation phase of KM during which knowledge
is applied productively and turned into tangible
results. The specific preservation of knowledge in
documents or other objects through appropriate
selection, storage and periodic updating in so-called
knowledge repositories happens during knowledge
preservation.
The two strategic processes knowledge goals and
knowledge measuring are focused on embedding KM
into organizational goals. Normative and strategic
goals are specified during the process of formulating
knowledge goals. Knowledge measuring then reveals
how well and to what degree these goals are met.
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3. Method
Due do the publicly available data on OSS
projects, it is possible to choose qualitative and
quantitative approaches to evaluate KM in OSS
communities. We decided to apply the research
method case study because of its suitability for our
purposes to investigate the synergies of organizational
and communicative aspects [20]. To strengthen our
arguments and be able to integrate our results in a
broader context, we conducted a comparative case
study by analyzing each case before comparing the
different cases. We take on a positivist epistemic
stance since we want to identify and show the
existence of KM measures throughout our case study
research.
The identification of meaningful cases is a critical
factor for case study research – while the term case
study is generally broadly defined [10]. In this study,
we see an OSS community and their measures taken to
collaborate, exchange information and store
information as the primary content of a case.
The first step is to gather measures for
collaboration
and
communication
in
OSS
communities through a brief literature review as seen
in Table 2. Then, we identify suitable cases of OSS
communities. For transparency reasons, we adhere to
the following criteria: the projects have to be
independent and deemed successful as well as still
being in the stage of developing source code and
showing a high degree of activity. As a starting point,
we used the list of 30 highest velocity OSS projects
provided by the Cloud Native Computing Foundation
(CNCF) [29]. Then, we eliminated those OSS projects
from our list of potential cases which were controlled
by a single company and only one project kept per
foundation to eliminate extremely similar projects.
Furthermore, we removed projects not producing
source code as their primary aim. Finally, to ensure upto-dateness, we also excluded projects with a lifespan
of over 10 years.
For our analysis, we use any documentation
available to us, ranging from purely descriptive
documents to observation of open collaboration.
Instead of deriving the codes inductively from the
sample, we maintain the building blocks of KM, and
thus, used the approach of deductive coding.
Therefore, we derive codes from the definitions of the
identified KM core processes [24] and create coding
guidelines as seen in Table 1.

During data analysis, we sequentially examine
each unit of analysis per case for the occurrence of any
code. Additionally, we compile a case summary for
each case and then compare the cases to each other to
review the OSS communities for similarities and
differences. Lastly, we derive recommendations for
action and research gaps as seen in Figure 2.

KM
building
block
Goals
Preservation
Acquisition
Identification
Use
Development

Distribution
Measuring

Table 1. Coding guideline
Coding guideline
Example
“Measures to…”
…depict and define
goals
regarding
knowledge handling
…
specifically
preserve knowledge
through selection and
storage
… support acquisition
of
external
new
knowledge
… support localization
of knowledge and
knowledge bearers
… productively apply
knowledge to add
value
… develop new skills
within
the
organization by using
people’s ideas and
creativity
… support knowledge
sharing within the
organization
…
examine
determined goals

Cultural
guidelines
Repository,
database
Recruiting,
inclusion
Search
mechanism,
dashboard
Governance
Collaboration
tools, virtual
conference
rooms
Newsletter
Controlling
system
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Governance
Social networks
Video conference systems
FAQ
HowTo
Meetings (face-to-face)
Mentoring
Weblog

Figure 2. Research process

4. Results
4.1. Literature analysis
To support the KM building blocks presented in
the previous chapter, relevant systems and measures
that go beyond the examples given in Table 1 need to
be identified. Therefore, we conducted a literature
search for “knowledge management” and “open
source” in the AIS electronic library as well as the
EBSCO business source complete. We decided to
limit our keyword search to titles and abstracts to find
the papers covering the topic of KM in open source
projects most prominently. Then, we manually
searched the papers for studies that specifically
mention KM measures. Hence, we found seven
publications that reviewed organization, collaboration
and governance in OSS communities. The results of
this analysis can be found in Table 2.
Table 2. Literature analysis
System / measure
Reference(s)
Version control systems
[7, 12, 27, 28]
Issue tracker
[12, 23, 27, 28]
Forum
[7, 12, 23, 27, 28]
Mailing list
[1, 7, 12, 23, 27]
Wiki
[12, 27, 28]
Instant messaging
[12, 28]
Project website
[27, 28]

[12, 18, 27]
[28]
[1, 12]
[27, 28]
[28]
[7, 12]
[12]
[28]

During the subsequent validation of results, we
came to the realization that not all measures are used
in the case studies or are not relevant for our
investigation:
 HowTos and FAQ are not seen as relevant
independent
systems
but
rather
illustration
facilities
for
online
documentation
 Only one of our cases uses a wiki and it is
seen of lower priority for documentation
 The use of social networks could be
validated, but is seen as insignificant for
collaboration within the community
 Only one of our cases uses an explicit
discussion forum
During validation, we saw that online
documentation plays an important role for explicating
knowledge and, thus, added this measure to our study.

4.2. Case descriptions
In order to fully grasp the context of each case, the
number of investigated cases should optimally be
between two and four cases [22]. Therefore, we
decided to include four cases after applying our
criteria mentioned in Section 3: Kubernetes, Node.js,
Apache Mesos, and OpenStack (see Table 3). These
projects are among the largest and most active OSS
projects and have foundations as their supervisory
body with democratic hierarchies for decisionmaking.
Table 3. Cases included in our study
Project
#
of Estab- Supervisory
authors lished body
Kubernetes 1728
2014
CNCF
Node.js
507
2009
Node.js
Foundation
Apache
500
2011
Apache
Mesos
Software
Foundation
OpenStack >588
2010
OpenStack
Foundation
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Kubernetes is a platform for orchestration of
software containers. This is a new form of isolating
applications especially popular with microservice
architectures and cloud solution providers to optimally
use their scaling potential. Most of developing the
source case happens in special interest groups and
other working groups which all are responsible for
single elements of the platform.
Node.js is a JavaScript runtime environment to
operate scalable network applications from the serverside. Single development aspects are tackled in
working groups which use own repositories in the
version control system.
Apache Mesos is a software enabling dynamic and
efficient administration of a computer cluster’s
resources. The product is used for research and
commercial purposes to administrate workloads in
datacenters. For larger elements, work is done in
special interest or working groups.
OpenStack’s aim is to ultimately provide the
dominating platform for public and private cloud
operation. The project consists of several individual
sub-projects with own repositories and teams that
develop the platform’s different segments. An
overarching aim is to coordinate the sub-projects in
such a manner that the users feel like they are using an
integrated platform.

4.3. Case study results
The results of coding our case study material can
be seen in Table 4. Since we can only properly
compare the cases by determining similarities, we
omitted measures which could only be identified for
one of the cases. We grouped the results by measure
and frequency of occurrence. We also assessed each
measure regarding its appropriability for each of the
KM building blocks.
An explicit governance in which project
structures, hierarchies, and general conditions (like a
code of conduct) for collaboration are defined can be
found in all four OSS projects. Kubernetes even has a
special commission to inform about breaches of the
code of conduct as well as mentoring as part of the
chores set in the governance. Apache Mesos even
states in its governance that knowledge sharing is a
core principle. Governance supports all building
blocks except measuring knowledge. The guidelines
defined in the governance have an impact on the entire
project communication and all used collaboration
systems. They help to establish common trust as well
as a tolerant, open and fair culture which positively
influences KM.
Project websites are starting points for
information on the OSS projects. The most important

information are presented in a condensed manner with
links to other sources and tools. This way, project
websites serve as a central portal for users, developers
and current or potential community members.
Kubernetes’ and OpenStack’s project websites offer
an active menu navigation which offers relevant
further information after several questions are
answered. Knowledge is shared and a point of contact
with potential new members is provided. Through the
project website, knowledge identification, acquisition
and distribution are supported.
Online documentation serves as an information
source for all target groups. It contains much
information, for example regarding the architecture,
code, governance, collaboration processes, and
necessary cues on communication and collaboration
tool usage. Some OSS projects integrate the online
documentation into their project website, others only
reference is there but have it hosted by online services
for software development such as github. Knowledge
distribution and knowledge use are both supported by
online documentation since it enables anyone
interested to interpret and absorb the codified
knowledge stored in information objects.
All projects also have a version control system, a
typical feature of OSS projects, only serving for
common editing and administrating the software
source code for a vast amount of time. Such systems
also can be used to collaboratively process further
types of legible documents. The authors and the entire
history always stay available in these systems.
Depending on the role, community members are
entitled to submit contributions, validate them and
integrate them into repositories. To change the source
code, a defined process has to be passed through
during which the respective repository is usually
cloned. This clone can then be changed and has to
undergo extensive testing. Only after successful
testing, the changes can be integrated into the main
repository by entitled community members. In all four
cases, Git is used as version control system and
through the use of the commercial platform Github,
additional services such as issue-tracking-systems,
discussion forums and review boards are supplied.
Here, the KM building blocks backed are knowledge
preservation,
knowledge
identification,
and
knowledge distribution. The version control system is
complementary to the online documentation. Thus,
knowledge bearers can spread the selected and
codified knowledge.
Instant messaging is a measure also used by all
four projects, used for direct exchange between
community members as well as between community
members and users. Although asynchronous
communication is possible with instant messengers,
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they
are
usually
used
for
synchronous
communications replacing face-to-face conversations.
Channels enable a discussion on working groups as
well as certain topics. The used applications enable
both a one-to-one as well as a one-to-many
communication. Kubernetes and Apache Mesos also
use the provider Slack which also offers a comfortable
search function. Regardless of the used application, all
four cases prioritize logging, archiving and open
access to public discussions – encouraging knowledge
preservation, identification, development, and
distribution. New knowledge can be developed
especially well in discussions on new functionalities
combining existing knowledge of different knowledge
bearers, in turn leading to new knowledge.
Issue-tracking-systems have replaced the former
bug-tracking systems in all four cases. Technically it
is the same system, but the use has been extended from
bugs to requirements and other general discussions.
Typically, anyone can create an issue. Often, issuetracking-systems are split according to the project’s
elements and assigned to singe sub-projects or
working groups. Issue-tracking-systems play a role for
knowledge acquisition, development and distribution.
They enable users to document and share their views,
ideas, problems or bugs. Especially users with
complimentary or contrary views can develop new
knowledge by exchanging knowledge.
Despite their focus on virtual collaboration, all
cases also have face-to-face meetings. These can be
regionally held in small groups as well as with a larger
group at a community conference. All projects use the
platform meetup to organize their meetings.
Kubernetes has so far had over 70 meetings with
20.000 members participating in Germany – the
number of participants worldwide is much higher.
Node.js has a bi-annual large conference balled Collab
Summit. Here, active and potentially future
community members meet to work on the project or
discuss it. Meetings enforce the KM building blocks
knowledge development and knowledge distribution.
Another personal measure in addition to meetings
is the concept of mentoring, applied by all four cases.
Mentoring aims at building an individual’s
competencies through the support of an experienced
mentor. Mentoring programs are an important measure
to integrate new members as they enable a compact
and effective onboarding through short-term activities
such as working on the first tasks as well as long-term
activities. Kubernetes, for example, offers group
mentoring. OpenStack and Kubernetes also participate
in externally sponsored programs such as Google
Summer of Code and Outreachery, in which students
are given the opportunity to work on projects through
scholarships to gather valuable experience in software

development. Therefore, especially knowledge
acquisition and knowledge distribution are supported.
The last measure all four cases display are
weblogs. These allow for registered authors to publish
articles in an uncomplicated manner. Official project
weblogs are linked on the project websites and are
used to inform members and users about important
news and events. OpenStack additionally uses a
weblog-aggregator to bundle different weblog posts in
a single newsfeed for community members. Here,
knowledge distribution and knowledge preservation
are the focus.
Kubernetes, Apache Mesos and OpenStack also
have mailing lists to communicate with their members
in a mostly asynchronous manner. Mailing lists are
listed on the project websites and usually categorized
into target groups and topics. Additionally, web
applications to display the courses of discussion wellstructured in browsers are used. These also allow for
archiving. Besides the focus on asynchronous aspect
of communication, the advantages of mailing lists
hardly differ from those of instant messaging. Hence,
mailing lists are of importance for knowledge
preservation, knowledge identification, knowledge
development and knowledge distribution.
Video conferences are used by Kubernetes,
Node.js and OpenStack for synchronous and direct
communication and discussion. Since gestures and
mimics can be displayed through video, these video
conferences
enables
a
more
multifaceted
communication than instant messaging and mailing
lists. All three projects using video conferences
conduct these through the commercial provider Zoom
and upload their recordings of these sessions on
Youtube afterwards. Video conferences are a very
efficient way of exchanging knowledge. Archiving the
recordings also supports retaining knowledge.
Consequently, knowledge distribution, development
and preservation are strengthened by video
conferences.
Lastly, Kubernetes and Node.js send out
newsletters which are similar to weblogs regarding
their content. They generally serve the purpose of
spreading community news. After registration, anyone
interested will periodically be informed about the
project’s news. The content is usually not written by
one author, but compiled from contributions of several
authors and different parts of the community. After
being sent out, the newsletters are archived so that they
remain publicly available. Newsletters are similar to
weblogs and, thus, support the KM building blocks of
knowledge distribution and knowledge preservation.
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5. Discussion
To derive value from our results, we want to give
recommendations for action for virtual teams in
general as well as specifically for OSS projects.
Furthermore, we want to show some opportunities for
further research on KM in OSS.

5.1. Recommendations for action
For virtual and distributed teams, we would like to
give the following recommendations for action:
establishing guidelines, support through IT systems,
strengthening
knowledge
identification,
and
consolidating measures.
As discussed, the release of governance guidelines
is still not common practice in many OSS
communities. But not just OSS communities, but any
community in general should work towards
establishing guidelines in governance documents as
well as supporting an open, transparent and
trustworthy culture with a code of conduct. A good
example of such a guideline is Apache Mesos that
requires any important decision only to be made based
on written communication in mailing lists as well as
making archived discussions publicly available.
Beside management support through guidelines, it
is also important for the implemented IT systems to be
sufficiently supportive of knowledge explication. In
the results, we identified many IT measures, which can
be used to identify weaknesses or unused potential.
Once weak points are clear, a slow and stable
introduction of new technologies should be ensured,
together with the implementation of according
processes and roles. It is also important to keep the
interdependency of the different KM building blocks
in mind.
Entering OSS projects can be facilitated through
different instruments, as indicated in our results
section. Herewith, knowledge identification can
massively be strengthened. Recommendations on how
to approach and use the project’s communication
mechanisms, interactive menu navigation and wellstructured project websites which clearly show which
information for which purpose can be found provides
potential community members with a quick and easy
entry into the project. Since recruiting new members
is one of the key criteria for a sustainable OSS
community, we recommend a focus on knowledge
identification.
Although many measures for communication and
collaboration were identified in our analysis, there are
hardly any redundancies in their purpose. For
example, discussion forums and wikis are hardly still

used in the examined cases, yet their purpose is still
fulfilled by other tools already in use. Therefore, we
recommend to cater one purpose through one tool
only, while one tool can serve more than one purpose.
To consolidate tools, it is important to gain an
overview over the functionality of each tool. To
determine which tool serves which purpose, the
previous recommendation for action can also be
useful.
The case studies show that knowledge is managed
through an array of measures in these OSS
communities. Since these OSS projects are
organizations
similar
to
large
companies,
professionalizing KM by applying best practices from
commercial organizations in desirable. A possibility
here could be to learn from current research.

5.2. Research gaps
The two main opportunities for further research to
advance both theory and practice of KM in OSS are
studying the strategy layer and success of KM
activities.
Although OSS communities have served as
research objects in past research, they have hardly
been investigated from an explicit KM view. In our
study, we examined how KM processes are supported
by communication and collaboration mechanisms.
This means that, from a business engineering point of
view, we remained in the process and systems layer.
But what about the strategy layer? Research should
focus on answering the question if and how conscious
KM efforts on the strategic layer of OSS communities
are made. To answer this question, qualitative research
methods could be used – such as interviews with OSS
project leaders.
To identify good practices of handling knowledge
in OSS communities, we compared several successful
and independent communities. If and how the
application of KM activities has any influence on
project success remains unanswered. Is there an
influence of consciously conducting KM and
according measures on project success? Answering
this question positively would strengthen the case for
KM in OSS communities. Here, another case study
would be useful, comparing OSS communities
applying the identified best practices with OSS
communities that do not apply them. Dimensions to
compare could be the amount of contributions to the
source code or release frequency. Furthermore, single
KM processes or building blocks could be examined.
This could be done by analyzing recruiting efforts or
engagement of new community members.
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6. Conclusion
In this study, we confirm the assumptions of
previous experience as well as the literature analysis
and ascertain a lack of KM research on the subject of
OSS. Nonetheless, is becomes clear that the
investigated OSS communities implicitly manage
knowledge in a structured manner. Coding and
categorizing according to measures shows that the KM
building blocks [24] are overall supported. Because of
similarities regarding the use of communication and
collaboration tools, the assignment to building blocks
/ processes is relatively homogeneous. Our findings
also show that knowledge distribution is the most
supported process, while there are no measures
supporting knowledge measuring and only one
measure for knowledge goals. This leads us to one of
the research gaps, since the not supported processes
are of strategic nature. Thus, the strategic observation
of KM in OSS is still lacking.
By investigating the area of knowledge exchange
in OSS projects, we contribute to filling one of the
research gaps mentioned in previous studies [2].
Furthermore, we want to inspire researchers to
conduct further studies in the field of KM in OSS by
identifying two research opportunities.
Limitations of this study are mainly due to the
chosen qualitative research method. Our findings
could be supported by further studies on this topic
using quantitative methods, such as a survey
conducted amongst community members to find out
which measures they use for the respective building
blocks / processes. We also acknowledge that a
generalization of our findings is only possible in
theory as we only analyzed four cases – even though
we used formal criteria and focused on diversification
when selecting the cases.
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